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READY TO SERVE

Now in our third year, the secret is out! The Greedy Ant is the 
go-to place for a beautifully hand-crafted cheese and 
charcuterie board to impress and amaze your holiday guests.  It 
also makes an amazing and unique housewarming gift.  
Brimming with inspired delicacies, our plates go well beyond the 
ordinary and include items such as olives, jams, nuts, fruits, and 
pickled & roasted veggies.  These help to enhance and bring 
out the subtle flavors of the premium cheese and meats from 
around the world. Every platter is individually and carefully 
curated - each is unique and stunningly beautiful! 

A /  B

C

A. Sm all Cheese & Charcut er ie Board

B. Large Cheese & Charcut er ie Board

C. Fiorello's Tony Spum oni Gelat o Tor t e
Pure almond gelato on chocolate cheesecake, topped 
with marzipan and covered with roasted pistachios. A 
showpiece for your holiday table!  Passionately crafted in 
Marin since 1982. Wholesome ingredients that produce 
incomparable flavor and unsurpassed density. 100% 
pure taste with 0% Air. Family owned & operated.

DServes 6-9 (as an appetizer) 

Serves 12-18 (as an appetizer) 

$50

$100

$44
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PANETTONE  &  CONFECTIONS

D. Prosecco Panet t one

Panetonne is a traditional Italian Christmas bread originally from 
Milan, Italy. Leavened naturally for up to three days, it is filled with 
sweet treats and carefully baked to perfection. It is suited for 
dessert, afternoon tea or breakfast. Slightly sweet, with complex 
flavors, we suggest slicing and oven toasting before spreading 
lightly with butter and your morning coffee. Many Italian families 
enjoy panetonne on Christmas morning while opening gifts with 
friends and family. Buon Natale! Enjoy! 

F. Chocolat e Panet t one

H. Francois Doucet  Raspber ry Squares
The Greedy Ant was asked several times to bring this product in as it 
far surpasses the typical similar holiday confections. The origin and the 
quality are essential for the choice of the fruit. 70% of the fruit used in 
Francois Doucet?s Pate de Fruits come from Provence or neighboring 
regions.  This makes a special gift, in particular for those who have 
traveled to France and want to linger over the memories.

A "special edition" added just for this year. This spectacular patisserie 
contains a luxurious creme made with Italian prosecco wine. There are 
no candied fruit or raisins.

G. Chocolat e Pist achio Tor rone

E. Lem on Panet t one
A great twist to a traditional panetonne, this beautiful pastry is filled 
with a creme made from Limoncello and studded with candied lemon 
peel.

This particular panetonne is made with fine select Italian chocolate 
chips and covered in icing sugar. It is made with no dried fruit.

$23

$23

$14.75

$8.50

In Italy, torrone is a traditional Christmas dessert? a sweet, 
toasted-almond candy? with many famous regional variations. This 
classic version is studded with gently roasted almonds and the famous 
Bronte' pistachio from Sicily. Then the whole bar is dipped in the finest 
Italian chocolate! Comes as an 8oz piece. $9.95



CAVIAR 
(OSCIETRA CLASSIC)

TRUFFLE GIFT COLLECTION
A tribute to the truffle! It's the next best thing to truffle hunting on 
a warm evening in the Italian countryside. Three of our best 
truffle products in one convenient package. We start with a 
kitchen staple - a truffle infused extra virgin oil - just a drop will 
do for spectacular truffle flavor. Then a sprinkle of truffle salt will 
take any dish to the next level (think popcorn!) and we finish with 
a luxurious, Tuscan, sun kissed honey combined with real truffle 
shavings that will make any cheese or fruit a slice of heaven. A 
must for any truffle lover or gourmet home chef!

LEONARDI  30  YEAR  AGED 
BALSAMIC  VINEGAR 

Like fine wine, Leonardi?s 30-year-old balsamic vinegar (it 
began it's production in 1987!) owes its exceptional, 
complex flavors to passionate hand-production and 
extensive barrel ageing. Presented in a gift box with a 
serial number, this is a fantastic gift for gastronomes and 
will make a truly unforgettable and totally unique gift! 

$115 $38.50

Charaterized by a firm egg, dark brown in color with 
a golden huge and having a rich, nutty, creamy 
flavor.  Originated by the Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii, 
or Russian Sturgeon this was historically the most 
popular caviar for its taste.  Serve atop blinis, 
mashed poptatoes, oat ckaes, or unsalted water 
crackers.

$89



GIN & JUICE SALAMI

TRUFFLE GIFT COLLECTION

 FOIE GRAS MOUSSE (FROZEN)

Made with pure foie gras ? a highly 
prized delicacy of the southwest 
region of France ? Sauternes wine, 
cognac and spices.  This product 
requires refrigeration.

Your favorite cocktail is now a salami! 
The gin and juice salami, made with 
lamb, is spiked with juniper and 
orange zest, giving it an unexpected 
but amazing flavor! This product 
requires refrigeration.

$19.99 EACH $19.50 PER PIECE
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COOKIE COLLECTIONS

I.  Chocolat e Alm ond Cook ies

J.   Mini Pandoro In Met al Tin

K.   Am aret t o Alm ond Cook ies 
In Met al Tin

These rich and delicate pastries, containing almonds, egg white 
and honey, are known in Tuscany since the XIV century. Their 
flavor, shape and name are inspired by the travels of the 
Crusaders in Turkey and the Middle-East: Ricciarelli originally 
had crimpy edges to imitate the sultan's pointed-shoes and their 
name refers to their curled aspect. Great gift for gluten free folks! 

$6.75

Pandoro or pan d?oro means golden bread. It is a traditional 
Christmas bread from Verona that gets its name due to its pleasing 
yellow color. The yellow or golden color comes from the large amount 
of egg yolks that are present in the bread. Similar in sweetness to but 
unlike panettone, pandoro does not contain any dried fruits or nuts. 
When sprinkled with confectioners? sugar, it has the appearance of 
fallen snow on a mountain. These miniature pandoro are presented in 
a beautiful metal tin. Makes a perfect house warming gift for holiday 
parties.

$5.50

These beloved crunchy, nutty, and sweet cookies are a staple 
in the lives of many Italians. Now treat your family, friends, and 
neighbors to this tradition. Presented in a mini, decorative 
tin,they're sure to make an impression and stand out among 
the many gifts under the tree. 

$7.75



COOKIE COLLECTIONS



The Greedy Ant Gourmet
932 Ralston Ave
Belmont, CA

650-832-1136
thegreedyant@gmail.com
www.thegreedyant.com


